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Abstract 
In this paper, we explore the use of urn models to describe and 
analyze the long-term effects of various disease-controlling policies on 
the spread of an infection through a population. These policies include 
vaccination with all/nothing vaccines or leaky vaccines, ring vaccina-
tion with the all/nothing vaccine, and. contact tracing. The popu-
lations are described via the Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) 
model with demography, the SIS model without demography and 
the Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) and Susceptible-Infected-
Recovered-Susceptible (SIRS) models. We show that these urn mod-
els, often simpler than their respective deterministic and stochastic 
counterparts, yield, in most cases, the same average quiilitative dy-
namics. We also examine the definitions and implications of equilibria 
and stability in these systems. 
1 An Introduction to the Simple SIS Urn Model 
In this section, we describe a Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) epi-
demic structure as an urn model. The SIS structure was first analyzed 
by Bailey and Bartlett via deterministic and stochastic methods(l]. In our 
approach, we imagine an urn full of white (S) and black (I) balls, which rep-
resent susceptibles and infectives, respectively. We assume there is a constant 
number of balls; that is, the total population size, N, is constant. We also 
assume there are no births or deaths in the system. We assume all infected 
individuals become instantly infectious and when an infected person recovers 
he/she becomes a susceptible individual immediately; in other words, he/she 
gains no immunity from the disease. We further assume there is a constant 
per-infective (or per black ball) recovery rate p, and a per-ball contact rate>.. 
As is customary in other SIS epidemic models, we use the standard no-
tation Ro to denote the average number of secondary cases of an infectious 
disease that one case generates in a completely susceptible population. To 
determine this Ro, we seek the disease-free and endemic equilibria of the sys-
tem. That is, we study the long-term dynamics of the system and attempt to 
find the numbers of black and white balls in the urn such that the probability 
of an infection occurring is equal to the probability of a recovery occurring. 
In order to do this, we let Xn be a random variable defined as the number 
of black balls in the urn after the nth event and look at the expected number 
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of black balls in the urn after the (n + l)th event. We then evaluate when 
E[Xn+IIXn] is equal to the observed value of black balls in the urn after the 
nth event, Xn. After this expected value is computed, we look for the Ro 
value, which determines whether a specific A and p, give rise to a system with 
a disease-free equilibrium or with an endemic equilibrium. 
1.1 THE SIS URN MODEL UNPLUGGED 
For this model we imagine our urn with white and black balls where white 
balls represent the susceptibles in our population and the black balls repre-
sent the infectives in our population. We also imagine two people, A and B, 
drawing balls from the urn. A will be selecting a ball at random from the 
population of black balls in the urn at the rate p,. Each drawn black ball is 
then replaced with a white ball, and this ball is placed back into the urn. B 
will be drawing two balls at a time at the rate A. If both balls are white or 
both balls are black, they will be put back into the urn. However, if one ball is 
black and one ball is white (we think of this event as a susceptible coming in 
contact with an infective and causing an infection), the white ball will be re-
placed with a black ball and both black balls will be placed back into the urn. 
Thus far, we have described the following system: 
Variables 
Constants 
Number of white balls - S 
Number of black balls I 
Recovery rate per black ball p, 
Contact rate per ball - A 
Total number of individuals - N = S + I 
3 
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From these, we derive the following total rates: 
Total recovery rate J-LI 
s 
Total infection rate = >..IN 
The total recovery rate is found by taking the product of the per-black-ball 
recovery rate and the number of infectives in the system. The total infection 
rate is found by first determining the rate of contact of infectives (>..I), and 
then by taking the fraction of that contact rate that involves collisions with 
susceptibles ( ~ ). These rates are identical to those used in the deterministic 
or stochastic SIS models. We assume the balls in the urn are uniformly 
mixed. 
We now determine the probability that one of the two events will happen 
next. In defining our rates, we assume the time between each event is expo-
nentially distributed; however, we are interested only in what event occurs 
next, not in the actual time between events. 
Property 1 Ifn events, A 1 , A2 , ... ,An, exhibit exponentially distributed time 
intervals between them governed by rates a 1 , a 2, ••• ,an, then the probability 
that Ai occurs next is given by 
n 
P[Ai occurring next]= ai(L aj)- 1. 
j=l 
Defining the following, 
Infec an infection occurs next, 
Rec a recovery occurs next, 
for our SIS system we have the following probabilities, typical of SIS 
stochastic models: 
>.SI >..S 
P[Infecii, S] N 
J-LI +~I J-LN + >..S' 
P[ReciiJ J-ti J-LN - J-LI + ).~[ J-tN + ..\S. 
Having determined these probabilities, we present the following terms and 
notation: 
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• Definition 1.1 Xn: The random variable Xn represents the number 
of infectives in the urn after the nth step. -
..... 
• Definition 1.2 Equilibria: Any number Xn, such that when Xn = 
Xn, the expected change in Xn in the next time step is zero is called 
an equilibrium. We notate the expected change in the value of Xn as 
..6.Xn. 
• Definition 1.3 Stability: We say an equilibrium Xn is stable if, 
given any X 0 rJ. { 0, Xn}, the expected change in Xn in the direction 
of Xn in the next step is greater than the expected change in Xn in 
the direction away from Xn in that step. (When we are dealing with 
only infection and recovery - since each event only adds or subtracts 
one infective individual, respectively - we say that an Xn is stable if, 
for all X 0 rJ. {0, Xn}, the probability of moving in the direction of the 
equilibrium in the next step is greater than the probability of moving 
away from the equilbrium in the same step.) 
Thus, in order to determine an equilibrium for our system, we compute an 
· expression for the expected value of our random variable X at generations n 
and generation n+l. Substituting Xn for I, and N -Xn for S, the expression 
for the expected value of Xn+I, given Xn, is 
Xn + ( P[Infj) (1) + ( P[Rec]) ( -1) 
>.(N- Xn) 
Xn + J-tN + >.(N- Xn) 
(>.- J-t)N- >.Xn 
Xn + J-tN + >.(N- Xn). (1) 
At equilibrium, ..6.Xn = 0, so E[Xn+I~n] = Xn + ..6.Xn = Xn. From (1) 
this equation holds when 
0 
X + (>.-p.)N->.8n 
n p.N+>.(N-Xn) 
(>.-p.)N ->.Xn 
p.N+>.(N-Xn) 
(>.-p.) N 
>. . 
We now introduce the concept of the reproductive number Ro. Heesterbeek 
defines Ro as the "expected number of secondary cases (new infected indi-
viduals) produced by one infectious individual during its entire infectious 
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life in a [totally] susceptible population ... " [3]. It is simple to see that 
the Ro = 1 value is a:a important threshold in the epidemic model. If each 
infective individual causes more than one secondary infection during his in-
fectious life-span (Ro > 1), it is intuitive that the epidemic will sustain itself. 
Likewise, if each infective does not cause more than one secondary infection 
during his infectious Lfe-span (Ro < 1), the number of infectives in the pop-
ulation will tend towa:~d zero, i. e, there is no endemic equilibrium. It is from 
the relationship between Ro and the existence of an endemic equilibrium that 
we determine Ro for cur systems. 
We define the reproductive number of this system as Ro = *· Rewriting 
our equilibrium as 
we see when Ro > L Xn is positive (an endemic equilibrium exists), but 
when Ro < 1, Xn is n·~gative (only a disease-free equilibrium exists). 
0o 1000 2000 3000 4000 6000 6000 7000 8000 
Time steps 
Figure 1.1.1: A sample SIS, no vaccination simulation (So= 499, 10 = 1, >. = .75, and 
J.L = .25; using sis.m, Ap:rendix, p. I) with the two expected equilibria, Xn = 333.3 and 
Sn = 166.6, graphed with dotted lines. 
Having found Xn and Ro for the simple SIS system, we seek proof that 
the system tends toward its equilibria for various X 0 and Ro values. In other 
words, if we start with a number of black balls less than the endemic equi-
librium value (X0 < Xn, X0 =/= 0) and Ro > 1, we want the expected change 
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in the number of black balls to be positive, moving the number of black balls 
towards equilibrium in the next step. Similarly, if we begin with a number 
of black balls above the equilibrium value, to estabilish our stability we want 
the expected change in the number of black balls to be negative, moving the 
number of black balls in the urn in the direction of the equilibrium. 
From (1), we see that the expected change in one step is 
(2) 
If we begin with any Xo < Xn, X 0 =f. 0, then 
Xo < >.-pN >. 
===} A.Xo < A.N- J1N 
===} 0 < A.(N- Xo) - JlN 
===} 0 < >.(N -Xo)-JLN JLN+>.(N-Xn) 
===} 0 < ~Xn. 
~ 
If we begin with X 0 > Xn, the inequalities are reversed, and the expected 
change in the number of black balls is negative, moving the system back 
towards equilibrium. Thus, for Ro > 1 and all X 0 ¢ {0, Xn}, ~Xn tends 
towards the equilibrium. 
At this point in our discussion, it is important that we examine the fun-
damental differences between equilibria and stability in the deterministic 
models and equilibria and stability as we have defined them in this model. 
In both the differential and difference equiation SIS models, deterministic 
equilibria (notated X*) are defined as the values from which there is no move-
ment over time, e.g~ beginning at X0 =X*, we know X 1,X2,X3 , ... =X* 
or X(t) =X* for all t > 0, depending on the model. However, in our system, 
if we begin at X0 = Xn =f. 0, stable or unstable, we understand that either 
an infection or a recovery must occur next (P[nothing occurs] = 0), and we 
know X 1 =f. Xn; however, this does not violate our conditions for Xn. 
~ 
As for stability, it could be said that for any Ro, X0 , and Xn, if we look 
at the value of Xn as n ---+ oo, we will see that Xn will always have one 
final value, namely X 1 = 0. The fact that there -is a non-zero probability of 
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reaching zero in finitE time and the fact that, once there, Xn never moves 
from zero combine to force all X f to zero. However, our definition of stability 
does not require that all x1 ..... = Xn, or that the movement of the (n + 1)th 
step be in the direction of Xn for any n. Rather, we require that there be 
a tendency towards tte equilibrium for all values X 0 </:. {0, Xn} (with appro-
priate corresponding .._flo values). 
It is important to :1ote th~t this expected change in Xn is not dependent 
on the proximity of X 0 to Xn, meaning this system of inequalities proves 
Xn = >.~I!: N = (1 - ~ )N is both locally and globally stable for Ro > 1. For 
Ro < 1, however, 
Ro = ~ J-t < 1 
==} ..\ < 1-l 
==} ..\-p, < 0 
==} (..\- p,)N < 0 
==} (..\- M)N- ..\Xo < O,for any Xo 
==} (>.-J-t)N ->.Xn < 0 J-tN +>.(N -Xn) 
.6.Xn < 0, 
so Xn tends towards zero. 
Figure 1.1.2: One hundred sample SIS simulations (So = 70, 10 = 30, >. = .75, 1-l = .9; 
Ro = .83; using sis.m, Ap}endix, p. I) illustrating the stability of Xn = 0 when Ro < 1. 
Figures 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 demonstrate the evolution in the numbers of black 
and white balls and their tendencies towards their respective equilibria. The 
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figures were obtained from simulations run using the MATLAB1 code found 
in the Appendix. 
2 SIS Urn Models with Vaccination 
In this section we incorporate and analyze different vaccination strategies in 
the SIS model of section 1.1. These include the all/nothing vaccine, the 
leaky vaccine, and ring vaccination. The all/nothing vaccine SIS system 
can be thought of as an urn in which a fraction f of the the white balls 
are vaccinated against the disease. Of those vaccinated, only a fraction are 
protected againt the disease, and those are colored blue. This blue fraction 
is completely protected. This fraction is also called the vaccine efficacy (VE} 
and is equal to 1 - {3, where {3 is the probability that the vaccine takes no 
effect when applied to a susceptible. After vaccination, A and B are still 
drawing balls at their respective rates with the same effects on the popula-
tion of balls as before, but if B draws a black ball and a blue ball, then both 
balls are both put back into the population unchanged (Section 2.1). 
In the leaky vaccine, SIS urn model, we say instead that we color an 
entire fraction f of the susceptible population blue, and that each blue ball 
now has a lower probability of infection {3, 0 ::::; {3 < 1, when drawn with a 
black ball [4] (Section 2.2). With this type of vaccine, no one is ever com-
pletely protected from infection. 
For ring vaccination, we introduce the concept of random screening for 
the disease at a constant rate r. For every black ball that is discovered via 
screening, we apply an all/nothing vaccine to k balls surrounding it regardless 
of their color, in an attempt to contain the disease. (See page 16 for a 
discussion of the implications of and problems with the "ring" aspect of 
this model.) However, we assume the vaccine has no effect on infective or 
previously-vaccinated individuals. Therefore, the only balls that change color 
when the vaccine is applied are the white ones, and the number of balls 
that are changed from white to blue during each ring vaccination attempt is 
proportional to the fraction of the population that remains unvaccinated and 
susceptible. We vaccinate the entire "ring" without checking for infection or 
previous vaccination first, and we must keep track of those susceptibles who 
1 MATLAB is a registered trademark of The Math Works, Inc., All Rights Reserved. 
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were vaccinated but in whom the vaccine had no effect. They are classified 
in the same way as those susceptibles who have received no vaccine (Section 
2.3). 
2.1 ALL OR NOTHING VACCINE 
In this section we use the SIS urn model to examine the effects of all or 
nothing vaccines on epidemics. An all or nothing vaccine, when applied 
to an individual will provide either total protection or no protection at all 
from a given disease. As in the previous section, N represents the total 
constant population size, ). represents the contact rate, and J-l represents the 
recovery rate. There is a probability {3, of the vaccination not providing any 
protection to a vaccinated individual. We must also take into.account that 
only a fraction J, of the total population, N, will be vaccinated before our 
initial infected is introduced to the system. Thus, our maximum number of 
susceptibles S*, is found by adding the total number of protected vaccinated 
susceptibles and the number of unprotected vaccinated susceptibles before· 
the epidemic. Therefore, 
S* = So(1- f)+ SoffJ, 
and the following rates hold for the total population: 
Rate of recovery 
Rate of infection 
From Property (1) we have 
P[InfeciXn] 
P[ReciXn] 
Since 
E[Xn+IIXn] = Xn + (P[InfeciXn])(1) + (P[ReciXn])(-1) 
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which implies 
X - S*- J1N 
n- >." 
Now, substituting our value of S* we find our equilibrium exists at 
~ 
~ J1N 
Xn = So(1- f)+ Sof/3- T 
If we solve for Xn > 0, we find an expression for the reproductive value: 
R _ So(l- f + J/3)>. 0 
o- J1N > . 
If we assume I0 = 1, then So~ N for large N, and it follows that 
and 
Ro = (1 - J + J/3)>. = ~ (1- (1- {3)!). 
J1 J1 
Both the equilibrium and the Ro for the all/nothing vaccine, SIS system 
are less than those for the no vaccine, SIS system. Biologically, this means 
the vaccine is reducing both the average number of infectives each infectious 
individual produces during its infected lifespan and the number of individuals 
in the infected class at equilibrium. As before, this expression for Ro allows 
us to write the equilibrium point as 
We see that given X 0 < Xn, Xo ::/= 0, 
Xo < >.(I-f+ f/3)-~~ N 
0 < >.((I-/+Jf3)N-Xo)-~~N _~X 
>.(N-Xo)+I'N - n· 
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The corresponding analysis for X 0 > Xn leads to a negative expected change 
in the number of black balls in the urn. Therefore, for all Ro = (1- I+ ff3)>.. > 1, 
J1. 
and Xo ¢:. {0, Xn}, Xn = (1- ~ )N is stable. However, for Ro < 1, 
(1-!+ !!3)>.. 
< 1 J1. 
==} A(1 - J + J {3) - f-t < 0 
==} (A(1 - J + J {3) - J-t)N < 0 
==} (A(1- f + f {3)- J-t)N- AXo < 0 
==} ~X _ >..((1-f+!f3)N-Xo)-p.N 
n- >..(N-Xo)+p.N < 0. 
As in the SIS model without vaccination, when Ro < 1, Xn = 0 is a stable 
equilibrium for all X 0 . 
2.2 LEAKY VACCINE 
To examine the SIS urn model with a leaky vaccine, we keep our definitions 
of N, J, S*, S0 , Xn, Xn, Ro, A, and f-t, as before. However, the {3 in the 
leaky vaccine has a different meaning than the {3 in the all or nothing sys-
tem. Everyone who is vaccinated has a reduced chance of infection at each 
contact with an infective individual; we call this probability {3 [2]. To model 
the impact of a leaky vaccine, we must introduce new constants and vari-
ables to account for the susceptibility of both vaccinated and unvaccinated 
people to infection. The susceptible class must be split into two separate 
classes, unvaccinated SU1?Ceptibles Su, and vaccinated susceptibles Sv. We 
define S~ and s; as the maximum number of unvaccinated susceptibles and 
the maximum number of vaccinated susceptibles, respectively, and we see 
that S* = S~ + s;. The infective class must also be split into two separate 
classes, unvaccinated infectives lu, and vaccinated infectives lv, where the 
total number of infectives !total = lu + lv. We assume that the vaccine does 
not affect an individual's infection potential. 
We must now consider a number of different random variables in the 
system. After the nth step, we denote the values of Su, Sv, lu, and lv as 
Sun, Svn, fun, and lvn, respectively. We see that N = Sun + Svn + fun + lvn 
and ltotaln = fun + lvn. In deriving our rates, we must separate infections 
of vaccinated and unvaccinated susceptibles, such that, instead of involving 
the proportion of total susceptibles in the system to the total population, 
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we now involve the total number of individuals from each sub-class in the 
rate for that sub-class' respective infection. Where we used S or N- Xn for 
the number of susceptibles in the rate of infection, we now use S~- fun and 
S~ - Ivn for the number of susceptibles available for infection in the appro-
priate expressions. Also, we see that the rate of collision of lnfectives with 
vaccinated susceptibles is not the rate of infection of vaccinated susceptibles, 
since each collision results in an infection only with probability {3. 
Using these terms, we derive the following rate definitions: 
Rate of recovery of Iu 
Rate of recovery of Iv 
Rate of infection of Su 
Rate of collision of Sv with !total 
p1u 
P,fv 
)dtotat(S~- fu) 
N 
>dtotat(S;- Iv) 
N 
Because these rates are exponentially distributed we know by Property (1) 
that the probability of any of these events occuring next is given by: 
>..Itotaln ( ( s: - I Un) + ( s; - Ivn)) + p,N ltotaln 
P,fvnN 
Aftotaln ((S:- fun)+ (S; - fvJ) + p,Nftotaln 
We involve {3 by multiplying the probability that a collision between an in-
fective and a vaccinated susceptible and the probability that this collision 
results in an infection to obtain the probability that the next event is the 
infection of a vaccinated susceptible. 
In order to study the ~ng-term dynamics of the infective population, we 
must find the equilibria, Xn. Since 
E[Xn+IIXnJunJvn] = Xn + (P[Infec of Su] + P[Infec of Sv])(I) 
+(P[Rec of Iu] + P[Rec of Iv])(-1), 
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it follows that at equilibrium 
P[Infec of Su] + P[Infec of Sv] = P[Rec of Iu] + P[Rec of Iv]· 
Simplifying this, we need only solve: 
.X(S~- luJI!otaln + A/3(S~- luJltotaln = J11unN + J11vnN. 
The assumption S0 ~ N leads to 
Using this equation we solve for an expression for ltotaln' given by 
N(.X(l-/+ /(3)-p.) 
x =I = .x 
n totaln 1 _ (1 - /3}~ · 
Itotaln 
500 
%~-~0~.5--~--~1~.5--~2---2~.5--~3--~3.5 
Time steps x 104 
Figure 2.2.1: A sampl·:! SIS simulation with leaky vaccination (So = 499, lv0 = 0, 
lu0 = 1, .\ = 1, p. = .5, f = .5, /3 = .35; using sisleaky.m, Appendix p. ill), demonstrating 
the tendency for ltotal .. to remain above the calculated I min = 87.5 (dotted line). 
From this expressbn we conclude there is a minimum Xn because ltotaln 
will always be greater than 
the expression for Xn ::Or the all or nothing vaccine SIS model with the same 
f and /3. 
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We then set J;otal .. > 0 to find Ro and see that 
A Ro = -(1- f + f (3) > 1. 
1-L 
Imin can therefore be written in the form 
-. 1 
Imin = (1- Ro )N. 
This analysis of th~ leaky vaccine shows us that Xn in this system will be 
equal to Xn in the ali-or-nothing system only when (3 = 0 or when Iv .. = 0, 
both of which are equivalent to having an all or nothing system where every-
one who is vaccinated is protected. 
60 70 
35 40 
Figure 2.2.2: The histograms for the Iu .. and lv,. values for some number of simulations 
with the same parameters (So = 499, Io = 1, A = 1, p. = .45, {3 = .25, f = .65; 
Ro ~ 1.1389; using sisleaky.m, Appendix p. III); the distribution of the points provide 
some support for our assumption that lu and lv independently seek equilibria values for 
some Ro > 1. 
It would be useful if we could solve for an equilibrium of both Iv and Iu, 
allowing us to solve fo~ an expression for !total using only the constants in the 
system. The solutions to E[Iu .. Hifu .. , lv .. ] = lu .. and E[Ivn+llfu .. , lv .. ] = fv .. , 
though not explicitly derived here, are calculated as are other equilibria in 
this paper. Figure (2.2.2) implies that there is a tendency towards them for 
at least some Ro > 1. 
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2.3 RING VACCINATION 
Our model for ring vaccination is based on a policy such that each discovery 
of an infective individual leads to the vaccination of a ring of susceptible 
individuals surrounding them. This ring of individuals in the model is of 
constant size and consists of friends, relatives, etc. Theoretically, in the real 
world this policy could lead to containment of the disease, followed by errad-
ication or prevention of an epidemic. 
In our model, however, this ring of vaccinated individuals is simply repre-
sented by a change in classification of a certain number of individuals in the 
urn from unvaccinated susceptibles to vaccinated susceptibles. We see that 
the urn model description of ring vaccination removes the spatial aspects of 
the actual policy. Our model would work just as well for a policy that vac-
cinates a number of random people in the population each time a screened 
individual is found to be infected. Yet, because the balls in the urn are uni-
formly mixed, a description of our kind is required. When an infected person 
is randomly discovered in this model, we automatically apply a vaccine to k 
people in the system. Because not all people in the ring are unvaccinated sus-
ceptibles, and because we assume application of the vaccine to an infective or 
a previously vaccinated and protected individual will not have any effect on 
those individuals' classifications, we must adjust the number of individuals 
who are actually moved from the unvaccinated susceptibles to the vaccinated 
susceptibles class to reflect this. We also analyze only ring vaccination with 
an all/nothing vaccine, simplifying the model. 
As in all of the above models, we have the usual constants N, .A, and J.L. 
In this model, we also introduce two other constants: r, the rate at which 
all individuals are ran~omly screened for infection - a positive test result 
triggering ring vaccination, and {3, the probability that the vaccine does not 
work at all, equal to 1 - VE, where VE is the vaccine efficacy. 
In this model, we must keep track of both the vaccinated susceptibles 
and the unvaccinated susceptibles, as well as the infectives; so, we again 
have random variables Sun, Svn, and Xn. If we let "Ring" denote the event 
the next occurrence is the triggering of ring vaccination, then we define the 
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following rates, probabilities, and expected values: 
Rate of recovery 
Rate of infection 
Rate of initiation of ring vaccination 
P[ReciXn] ~Xn ~N ~Xn + ).S,.J?iXn + r~ - ~N +-\Sun+ r' 
>•.SunXn 'S N A Un 
- J.1Xn + ).S,.J?iXn + r~ - ~N +,\Sun + r' 
P[RingjXn] r~ r N 
Xn + (P[Infec])(1) + (P[Rec])(-1) + (P[Ring])(O) 
Sun +.P[Infec]( -1) + P[Rec](1) + P[Ring] ( -k ;.n) (1- [J), 
S ASun J.lN 
Un - ,\Sun + ~N + r + ,\Sun + ~N + r 
Svn + P[Ring] ( k ;.n (1 - {J)) 
(1 - [J)rk§;t 
Svn + · 
-\Sun+ ~N + r 
(1- [J)rk~ 
-\Sun+ ~N + r' 
A~ before, we consider the equilibria of _this system ...... to be the Xn, Sun, 
and Svn that satisfy the expression E[Xn+IIXm SuJ = Xn· This leads us to 
Q = ASun J.1N 
-\Sun + J.1N + r -\Sun + J.1N + r ' 
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or 
Jl Sun= ).N. 
This result says nothing about the value of Xn, only that if Sun = '1.N, 
then the expected change in Xn in the next step is zero. We need to determine 
if Sun stays constant and equal to '1. N in the long run. Thus, we seek solutions 
to the system 
~ ~ >..Sun JlN Sun =Sun - ~ + ---:;;;~:---'-----
>..Sun + JlN + r >..Sun + JlN + r 
(1- {3)rk~ 
~ ' 
>..Sun + JlN + r 
from which we have 
(1- {3)rk~ 
or 
~ JlN2 
Sun = >..N + (1 - {3)rk. 
However, we see the two expressions we have obtained for Sun are equal only 
if N = 0, Jl = 0, {3 = 1, r = 0, or k = 0, the last three of which correspond to 
no ring vaccination being implemented in the system. This shows that there 
is not a constant Xn towards which the value of Xn tends in the long-run. 
Rather, there is a constant Sun toward which the value of Sun tends in the 
long-run. 
Before we can continue analyzing Xn in this system, we first need to see 
if the Sun we found is a stable equilibrium. As before, we see that if 
JlN2 ~ 
Suo < >..N + (1 _ {3)rk = Sun, 
then, 
>..Su0 N + Su0 (1- {3)rk < JlN2 
==} 0 < ->..Suo - (1- {3)rkSu0 + JlN2 
->..Suo - (1- f3)rk~ + JlN 
>..Suo + JlN + r 
(3) ==} 0 < 
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Yet we see that the right side of expression (3) is the portion of the E[Sun+rl 
equation which refers to the expected change in the Su value from the nth 
step to the (n + 1)th step, llSun· In other words, if Suo n< Sun' the expected 
change in the number of white balls in the system is positive, moving up in 
the direction the equilibrium. Similarly, we see if we begin with an Suo > Sun, 
we find the expected change in the number of white balls is negative, moving 
again in the direction of our equilibrium. 
Now we can begin to examine the dynamics of Xn in this system. We 
know in the long run, Sun tends towards >.N+1~~f3)rk, but we also know N = 
Sun + Svn + Xn is a constant. It then follows that 
and 
We then see that at the nth step, 
Xn + Svn ( 1 ~-tN ) N 
>..N + (1 + (3)rk 
===} Xn + Svn ( (>..- ~-t)N + (1 - (3)rk) N 
>..N + (1 - (3)rk 
===} Xn = ((>..- ~-t)N + (1- (3)rk) N _ S >..N + (1 - (3)rk Vn. (4) 
From the analysis of the stability of Sun above, we know the Svn and Xn that 
satisfy these equations are also locally stable. We see that as soon as 
S > ( (>..- J-L)N + (1- (3)rk) N 
Vn - >..N + (1 - (3)rk ' 
Xn will be forced to zero as Sun is forced towards equilibrium. 
This analysis yields two interesting results: first, we see that for any con-
stant, non-zero population system employing ring vaccination with J-l =/= 0, 
(3 =/= 1, r =/= 0, and k =/= 0, Xn = 0 is a globally stable equilibrium; second, 
we see from (4) that if(>..- J-t)N + (1- (3)rk < 0, Xn will not be forced to 
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500 
Vaccinated Susceptlbles 
%~·~----~0.~5------~1~-----7~-L--~2 
Time s1eps x 10• 
Figure 2.3.1: A sample ring vaccination simulation (So = 499, 10 = 1, A= .75, p, = .5, 
r = 2, (3 = .25, k = 5; using sisring.m, Appendix p. V), demonstrating the steady descent 
of Xn to 0. 
a positive value for any Sun· We see this in figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.3. Though 
there are no non-negative Xn, we describe the dynamics of the system for 
very small Svn by defining Ro = >.N+it;;{j)rk. However, for this system Ro > 1 
does not mean there is an endemic equilibrium, but rather for small Svn, 
before its decline tow~,rds zero, Xn will approach a positive maximum value, 
namely ( (>.-tt)N +(I-/3)rk) N 
>.N+(l-{3)rk · 
600 
500 
Tlmes1eps 
Figure 2.3.2: The first 15000 steps of another ring vaccination simulation (So = 500, 
Io = 20, A = .75, p, = .25, r = 2, (3 = .80, k = 2; using sisring.m, Appendix p. V), 
showing the Xnmae at 37€ individuals with Xnmae ~ 347 predicted. Though it seems that 
the number of infectious individuals is hovering around a constant value throughout this 
portion of the simulation, after 350,000 steps, this simulation, too, went to Xn = 0. 
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600 
Total Susceptibles 
500 
Figure 2.3.3: A sample ring vaccination simulation (So = 100, 10 = 420, A = .75, 
J.L = .8, r = 2, /3 = .80, k = 2; flo ~ .9394; using sisring.m, Appendix p. V), illustrating 
that when flo < 1, the ~nfectives die out much faster than when flo > 1 (see Figure 
2.3.1). Notice, too, that the first noticable increase in numbers of vaccinated individuals 
occurs around time step 1200, indicating that ring vaccination was not needed to avoid an 
endemic equilibrium. 
3 A Non-vaccination Disease-erradication Pol-
icy: Contact Tracing 
Here we study a diseaEe prevention policy without using vaccines. In contact-
tracing we find black balls at a certain rate and proceed to search for the 
ball's k previous contacts which can only be found with a certain probabil-
ity p. Once found, the contact balls have an average probability of being 
black equal to the fraction of balls left in the urn that are still black, 'W. If 
any contacts found an black, they are removed and replaced by white balls. 
Otherwise, nothing hc..ppens and the next event occurs. 
In this section we analyze disease control by a variation on the method of 
contact tracing. The premise behind our approach is that a person is tested 
for the infection with an exponential rate, r, and if discovered to possess the 
disease, the infective :.:·roceeds to supply us with k contacts. However, we can 
only locate each contact with probability p. Therefore, on average, we find 
kp contacts for each discovered infective. Thus, if we let Xn be a random 
variable representing the number of infectives at step n, the average num-
'ber of infectives found from the contacts given to us by the first discovered 
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infective in the (n + 1)th step is given by 
k Xn -1 
P N-1' 
since :;;.~/ is the probability that any one contact found is infected. (Re-
member that when we examine the behavior of the system in the ( n + 1 )th 
step, we already know the value of Xn from the previous step.) In theory, we 
would continue this policy with our new infectives, each of whom would lead 
us to an average of kp people, and only a portion of those would be infected. 
Our system has the following rate definitions: 
Screening Rate 
Rate at infectives are screened and discovered 
r 
Xn 
r-
N 
Now let 
Rate of infection 
Rate of recovery 
..\X N-Xn 
n N 
J.tXn-
Infec the event that the next occurrence is an infection of a susceptible 
Rec the event that the next occurrence is a recovery 
Dis the event that the next occurrence is a random discovery of an infective. 
Since these rates exhibit exponential distribution we can apply Property 1 
to find the probabilities of the following events: 
..\Xn¥ ..\(N -Xn) 
..\Xn N!/n + ~-tXn + r~ - ..\(N- Xn) + J.tN + r P[Infec] 
~-tXn J.tN 
..\Xn N[/n + ~-tXn + r~ - ..\(N- Xn) + j.tN + r P[Rec] 
r~ r 
P[Dis] = N 
..\Xn N!{n + ~-tXn + r~ - ..\(N- Xn) + j.tN + r. 
In our model we will assume that for every discovery of infeCtion we will 
instantaneously cure the discovered infective and every infective individual 
our original infective leads us to. On the average, the number of people that 
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each infected individual is able to lead us to must be a fraction less than 
one. If this were not so, meaning an infected person leads us to more than 
one other infected person on the average, then it is conceivable that the first 
person we trace will lead us to the majority of the infected people in the 
population. We see that the time constraints and practicality of a model 
that predicts this type of behavior force us to assume each tracing leads to 
only a fraction of a new infective on the average. This assumption allows 
us to estimate the total number of people we find per contact tracing by 
ignoring the higher order terms. Simply, the number of people we cure per 
contact tracing (including the initial infective) is 
Xn - 1 Xn - 1 ( Xn - (1 + kp2fB-)) Xn - 1 
1 + kp N 1 + kp N . 1 kp ( x -1) ... ~ 1 + kp N . 
- - N - 1 + kp-n- - 1 N-1 . 
As before, to study the number of infectives as time goes to infinity we 
need to find when E[Xn+IIXn] = Xn. But since 
it follows that 
(N- 1)[-X(N- Xn)- ;tN] = (r)[N- 1 + kp(Xn- 1)). 
Therefore, if we solve for Xn we get 
~. (,\- ;t)N(N- 1)- r((N- 1)- kp) 
X n = ..:__--'----'---:--:--~~'-:----'----C.. 
-X(N- 1) + kpr · 
Hence, as before, we show Xn is globally stable for 
Given 
Ro = (-X( N - 1) + kpr) N > 1 : 
(;tN + r(1 + kp))(N- 1) 
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Time steps 
Figure 3.0.4: An example SIS contact-tracing simulation (So = 99, Xo = 1, ..\ = 1, 
p. = .4, r = . 75, k = 3, p = .35; using sistrace.m, Appendix p. IX), with the equilibria, 
Sn = 81.2 and Xn = 118.H graphed with dotted lines. 
we have 
Xo < (>.-p.)N(N -1)-r((N -1)-kp) >.(N-1)+kpr 
===> ).Xo(N- 1) + kpr Xo < ().- p,)N(N- 1)- r((N- 1)- kp) 
===> 0 < (N- 1)[).(N- Xo)- p,N- r]- kpr(Xo- 1) 
===> 0 < ).(N- Xo) - p,N- r (1 + kp~::11 ) 
===> 0 < 
>.(N-Xo)-p.N-r(l+kp~0_:-11 } 
>.(N-Xn)+p.N+r 
Reversing the inequalities, we see that for Ro > 1, all X 0 tend toward Xn. 
To show that Ro < 1 c:reates a globally stable disease-free equilibrium we use 
the same method. While it is difficult to ascertain from the equations how 
effective a policy like contact tracing could be when in effect, the expressions 
for Xn and Ro can give health professionals who have estimates for ). and p, 
a way to determine what k, p, and r will be required to prevent or erradicate 
a developing disease. 
4 SIS Model with Non-constant Populations 
To further explore tht: use of urns as realistic epidemic model, we begin ex-
amining urn models with non-constant populations. We present three models 
of this type, followed 1y the combination of the three. None of the following 
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SIS non-constant population models employ vaccination; rather, they are 
presented as the preliminary steps of further, more complicated research in 
epidemics via urn models. 
4.1 VITAL STATISTICS 
We begin our study of non-constant populations in urn models by jumping 
directly to a model that involves a birth rate 7], a natural death rate~' and 
a disease-related death rate (J. We assume both susceptibles and infectives 
produce new individuals at the same rate, all births to susceptibles lead to 
new susceptibles, and all births to infectives lead to new infectives. We will 
see that the final equilibrium does not depend directly on the rate at which 
new susceptibles enter the system, so a variation on this model that either 
employs different susceptible and infective birth rates or changes the assump-
tion that all births to infectives create new infectives could easily be analyzed 
using a similar approach. 
The most obvious differences between this system and all others we have 
studied thus far are there are many more events that can occur and the total 
population in the urn is now another random variable Nn. We must include 
a few additional assumptions in the model with vital statistics: births to 
infected individuals result in the addition of infected individuals to the pop-
ulation; births to susceptible individuals result in the addition of susceptible 
individuals to the population; all individuals have the same per-capita re-
productive rate, regardless of their infective state. By including both ~ and 
(J in the system, our solution will include solutions for both the case when 
the per-capita death rate is affected by the infection and for the case when 
the per-capita death rate of infectives is equal to the per-capita death rate 
of susceptibles (the latter is found by letting (J = 0). 
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., 
Recovery rate - J.LXn 
Infection rate AXn(Nn- Xn) 
Nn 
Infected birth rate rJXn 
Susceptible birth rate 
- ry(Nn- Xn) 
Infectives' natural death rate 
- 8Xn 
Susceptibles' natural death rate 8(Nn- Xn) 
Disease-related death rate 
- uXn 
Let 
B the event that the next occurrence is an infective birth 
ND - the event that the next occurrence is an infectives' natural death 
DRD the event that the next occurrence is a disease-related death 
We begin to look for Xn by determining an expression for E[Xn+l!xn]: 
- Xn + (P[Infec] + P[B]) (1) + (P[Rec] + P[ND] + P[DRD]) ( -1) 
_ X + -J.LXn + .>.Xn(~:-Xn) + rJXn- 8Xn- uXn 
n J.LXn + .>.Xn(~:-Xn) + rJXn + ry(Nn- Xn) + 8Nn + uXn 
X -J.LNn + )..(Nn- Xn) + rJNn- 8Nn- uNn 
- n+ W W 
J.LNn + )..(Nn- Xn) + rJ~ + 8~ + uNn 
To find the equilibrium, we need to solve E[Xn+llXm Nn] = Xn for Xn. 
But from (5), we see this holds when 
)..Xn = -J.LNn + A.Nn + rJNn- 8Nn- uNn 
and 
(6) 
However, we see that there is no constant Xn, as Nn is no longer constant. 
In order to describe the dynamics of the system, we instead define a new 
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(5) 
·, ., 
random variable Yn = ~- From expression (6) we know that b..Xn = 0 when 
the number of infecteds in the system is equal to Xn· It follows that b..Yn, 
defined as the expected change in Xn divided by the expected change in Nn 
would also equal zero for any b..Nn. Thus, the expression Yn = k- satisfies 
our definition for equilibria of a system. In other words, E[Yn+IIYn] = Yn. 
Thus, we have 
" _ Xn _ A - fJ, + TJ - b - 0" Yn- -- -------
Nn .\ 
We expect the long-run dynamics of this system to force the ratio ~ to 
Yn, and we observe this in the sample simulation in figure 4.4.1. We define 
R- A+TJ 
o- fJ,+D+O" 
and show stability of the disease-free and endemic equilibria for Ro > 1 and 
Ro < 1, respectively. 
We know that when Ro > 1, 
E[Yn+IIYo] = v -fl,Yo + .\Yo(1- Yo)+ TJYo- 6Yo- O"Yo L 0 + -----------'---.,------,-----j),Yo + >.Yo(1 -Yo) + TJYo + 77(1 -Yo) + 6 + O"Yo 
Yo( -fJ, +>.-.\Yo+ 77- 15- O") 
Yo+ J-lYo + >.Yo(1- Yo)+ TJYo + 77(1- Yo)+ b +a Yo' 
and 
Yo( -fJ, +A- .\Yo+ TJ- b- a) 
b..Yn = ( ) ( ) · fl,Yo+AYo 1-Yo +TJYo+1] 1-Yo +6+aYo 
We expect the ratio of infecteds to the total population to increase when 
-J-L +A- .\Y0 + TJ- 15- a> 0 
A-J-L+TJ-6-a --
===> Yo < A = Yn, 
and we expect the ratio of infecteds to the total population to decrease when 
(7) 
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·. ·. 
..... 
Thus, Yn is for Ro > 1. 
For Ro < 1, we see expression (7) is true for all Yo. This implies that the 
Yn tends towards zero for all Y0 ; i.e~ Yn = 0 is stable for R0 < 1. 
4.2 IMMIGRATION 
Here we wish to study the long-term effects of immigration on our previously 
studied SIS model. We now incorporate a constant immigration rate A. We 
assume that immigration adds individuals to only the susceptible class. 
As before, we wish to study the equilibria by determining when E[Xn+1 1Xn, Nn] = 
Xn- We have an equilibrium when 
That is, 
and using our definition of Yn from the previous section, we have 
Note that Yn is unaffected by A, but that Xn will increase at a constant 
rate A e~P). 
4.3 EMIGRATION 
We now examine a simple SIS model with emigration. We assume there is 
a constant rate of emigration e, and that infectives and susceptibles have 
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the same rates of emigration, i. e., emigration is not selective towards either 
infectives or susceptibles. If we define 
E the event that an emigration occurs next 
EI the event that an emigration of an infected occurs next 
and we remember that 
P[Emmigre is infected) = ~:, 
then in addition to our usual infection and recovery rates and probabilities, 
we also have 
P[E]- 8 
- X >.Xn(Nn-Xn) 8 
/1 n + Nn + 
and 
P[EI)- (Xn) 8 
- Nn J1Xn + >.Xn(r:v:-Xn) + 8 · 
Solving for E[Xn+l~n, Nn] = Xn, we obtain 
..... >.(IV - X: ) - ~~IV - e X + n n ,.- n 
n ..... N 
J1Nn + >.(Nn - Xn) + 8~ 
(>.- Jl)Nn- 8 
). 
>.-11 e 
-).--ANn. 
If we analyze these equations with our original assumption that 8 is 
positive, i. e., Nn is never decreasing, we see that we have created a trivial 
syste~: for al~ >., Jl, and 8, there will be a point at which >.~n > >.?, and 
both Yn and Xn will be pushed to zero. However, if we say that 8 can be 
negative (people are coming into the system at a constant rate, with the 
ratio of infectives to susceptibles in the inflow equal to the ratio of infectives 
to susceptibles already in the population), we see that Yn = >.~p becomes a 
stable equilibrium, as the >.~n term goes to zero as Nn goes to infinity. 
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Figure 4.4.1: An urn model SIS simulation incorporating vital statistics, immigration, 
and emigration (So = 299, Io = 1, A = 1.25, I' = .5, TJ = .5, 6 = .35, u = .25, A = 3, 
9 = 1; using sisvitals.m, .\.ppendix p. VII). 
4.4 THE COMPLETE SIS MODEL WITHOUT VACCINATION: 
VITAL STATISTICS, IMMIGRATION, AND EMIGRATION 
We combine the results of the previous three sections and find an expression 
for Yn that predicts the infective to total population ratio for any given A, p,, 
1], c5, a, A, and E>. Remembering all of the assumptions from sections (4.1), 
(4.2), and (4.3), we c2.n write 
and 
.-. _ Xn _ A - J.1 + 1] - c5 - U E> Yn--- ---
Nn A ANn 
Ro = A+TJ 
p,+c5+a 
The relative ease by which the urn model facilitates the addition of new 
parameters is clearly evidenced here and should be noted. 
5 Epidemic Urn Models with Aquired Immu-
nity 
In these models, we ~ust again introduce a third ball color into our urn 
system. We will again use blue balls, but this time they represent the peo-
ple in the population who have recovered from the disease and cannot be 
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infected. However, this natural immunity they have acquired can be either 
temporary or permanent, and after a certain amount of time the blue balls 
may turn into white balls again and rejoin the susceptible class. The two 
models we will examine that incorporate this acquired immunity class are the 
Susceptible-Infective-Recovered (SIR) model and the Susceptible-Infective-
Recovered-Susceptible (Sf RS) model. The SIRS model assumes that a 
recovered individual obtains a temporary immunity, lost by the recovered 
class at an average per-capita rate f. The Sf R model, on the other hand, 
assumes that anyone recovering from the disease is granted permanent im-
munity. 
It is intuitive that there is no endemic equilibrium for the Sf R system 
with constant population and neither births nor deaths, because if there are 
any black balls in the population after a step n, then after the ( n + 1 )th step, 
either the number of white balls or the number of blue balls will have gone 
up, and since infection and recovery are the only ways for the white and blue 
balls, respectively, to change their numbers, their numbers are constantly 
changing until all of the balls are either white or blue. At this point, events no 
longer occur, as no more infections or recoveries are occurring in the system. 
We give this as our purpose for presenting the Sf R model immediately with 
vital statistics, rather that presenting the trivial constant population case 
first. We follow this with the Sf RS model with vital statistics, though we 
can find the solution for the constant population SIRS model by allowing 1 
to be zero. 
5.1 Sf R MODEL WITH VITAL STATISTICS 
Using the constants from the Sf S model with vital statistics (section 4) and 
the new random variable Rn, representing the number of recovered individ-
uals (blue balls) in the urn after the nth step, we present the following: 
Recovery rate 
Infection rate 
Birth rates 
Nat. death rates 
D.-R. death rate 
P,Xn 
-\Xn (Nn - Xn - Rn) 
Nn 
TJXn, TJ(Nn - Xn) 
6Xn, 6(Nn- Xn- Rn), 
aXn. 
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Then, 
0 
(8) 
and 
===> 0 
Therefore, if we combine (8) and (9) we get 
..... - ()..- J-L- ~- ()" + "') (-~ ) Xn - ).. ~ + J-L Nn 
and 
..... = ().. - J-L - ~ - ()" + "') (-J-L ) Rn ).. ~+p, Nn. 
Thus, if we define Zn as the ratio of the number of blue balls to the total 
number of balls in the urn, ~, we have 
Yn = ()..- J-L -1- O" + 1J) Cs! J-L) (10) 
and 
(11) 
We find that expressions (10) and (11) are positive (Yn and Rn exist) for 
Ro > 1 if we define 
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5.2 Sl RS MODEL WITH VITAL STATISTICS 
As in the SIR model, we assume all births to infectives lead to the addition 
of infectives to the population, and that all births to either susceptible or 
recovered individuals lead to the addition of susceptibles to the population. 
Given 1 as the rate at which recovered patients return to the susceptible 
class, we have 
Recovery rate 
Infection rate 
Loss of immunity rate 
Birth rates 
Nat. death rates 
D.-R. death rate 
At equilbrium, 
f..LXn 
AXn(Nn- Xn- Rn) 
Nn 
TJ(Nn- Xn) 
J(Nn- Xn- Rn), 
Solving these two equations, we obtain 
and 
Therefore, 
Finally, we see that 
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Figure 5.2.1: A plot ohhe ratios Sn:Nn, Yn, and Zn for an SIRS urn model simulation 
(So = 499, Xo = 1, A. = 3, J..t = 1, TJ = .02, 6 = .013, u = .3, 'Y = .083; using sirsvitals.m, 
Appendix p. XVI) with beir expected equilibria ratio values. 
It is interesting to note that our value for Ro is the same in both our SIR 
and SIRS models. B-..1t after careful inspection, we can see that whether or 
not a black ball produces another black ball is independent of"(, and there-
fore 'Y should play no role when we go from studying the SIR model to the 
SIRS model. If we a:so compare the Yn and Zn of the two models without 
vital statistics (most :,mportantly, 8 = 0), we observe that, as expected, Yn 
in the SIR model is zero, while in the SIRS model, it still exists. 
As before, we find stability for the disease-free equilibrium for Ro < 1, 
but we do not present proof of stability for the endemic equilibrium with 
Ro > 1. 
6 Conclusions 
We have shown that analyzing the SIS, SIR, and SIRS models with an 
urn model is a straightforward, simple approach to studying the long-range 
dynamics of these sy3tems. Without the use of differential equations or 
stochastic simulationE, we have calculated Xn and Ro for a number of dif-
ferent systems, some :>f which have not been previously studied with other 
models. Proving stability in these models also involves only the use of a sim-
ple set of inequalities, unlike the better-studied methods. Thus, this type of 
approach could be use:l as an educational tool to describe and study epidemi-
ological phenomena by students and teachers who lack the background or the 
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expertise to study the systems via the deterministic or stochastic approaches. 
As a teaching tool, the urn model is appropriate because it employs the 
simple concepts of the probability of drawing a certain combination of col-
ored balls, yet provides powerful insight into the workings of epidemics and 
disease-prevention policies. The simulations (see Appendix) can also provide 
students with a visual interpretation of what is occurring, showing that their 
assumptions about Xn, Ro, and the tendencies towards the equilibria hold. 
Also important in this model is the ease with which one can add more pa-
rameters (vital statistics, immigration, emigration, class-related births and 
deaths, etc.) and still obtain a solvable system of equations for the equilibria. 
Within the urn models themselves, we also obtained a number of inter-
esting results. After determining the equilibria for the simple SIS model, we 
solved for the equilibria of the three vaccination policies. We showed that 
the equilibrium of the leaky vaccine is always larger than that of the all or 
nothing vaccine; therefore, an ali-or-nothing vaccine is a more efficient and 
more effective epidemic controller. The universally-stable disease-free equi-
librium for the ring vaccination, SIS model shows that a vaccination policy 
based on the discovery of infectives may be efficient, if the screening rate is 
large enough to push the Xn towards the zero equilibrium in a reasonable 
amount of time. 
The equation we obtained for the equilibrium and Ro of a system under-
going contact tracing is significant in that, while it does not show us that 
there is always a disease-free equilibrium, it does give us a starting point for 
implementing this type of policy. For a disease with a known A and J-t, we 
can attempt to adjust k, r, and p, as much as is within our control in order 
to force Ro below 1. 
Finally, the ease with which the urn model could be manipulated to han-
dle vital statistics, immigration, and emigration, and to incorporate a recov-
ered class was amazing. Though the stabilities of the SIR and S/ RS models 
have yet to be proven, obtaining expressions for the two models' equilibria 
and Ro values was as simple as determining what events were occurring and 
at what rates they were occurring. 
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7 Future Research 
Further work must be done before the urn model can be widely used as a 
standard epidemiological tool. Though proving the stability of the equilibria 
in a one-dimensional model (SIS, for example) has not proven difficult, prov-
ing the stability for a two-dimensional model like SIR is more complicated. 
The next step in epidemiological urn model research would be to determine 
a method by which this type of stability could be determined in models of 
two- and higher dimensions. 
Our urn model vaccination policies would better describe real-life policies 
if they included some vital dynamics, immigration, and/or emigration. This 
would especially make the role of a ring vaccination policy in an epidemic 
more clear, as it would allow for removal from the Sv class, perhaps prevent-
ing the disease-free equilibrium from always being stable. 
Finally, this preliminary research in biological urn models may lead to re-
search demonstrating that any number of different events or biological phe-
nomena may be systematically analyzed and better understood using this 
type of approach. Though stability cannot yet be proven for more complex 
systems, urn models may be well suited to model any phenomenon in which 
you can assume average group dynamics for a discrete number of subgroups 
of a population who exhibit behaviors that are either related to the num-
bers of individuals in the group or are constant. Many biological problems 
deal with systems of this type, and they may soon prove to be more simply 
explained and analyzed for average qualitative dynamics via urn models. 
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Appendix- MATLAB1 files 
sis.m 
function sis(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,l,u) 
% sis(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,l,u) 
% Simulates a simple SIS epidemic model with constant population 
% sO is the initial susceptible population 
% iO is the initial infected population 
% 1 is the individual contact rate 
% u is the individual recovery rate 
% TT is the number of steps to run this time 
% ap = 0 for new file; ap = 1 to append an old one 
% filename is the name of the file to create or to be appended 
% only filename, ap, and TT parameters are always needed in order to append 
% a file; 
% all other parameters will be ignored unless ap = 0 
initrnd; 
id=1; 
if ap==O 
Nused = [sO,iO,O,l,u;O,O,O,O,id;O,O,O,O,O;O,iO,O,sO,O]; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
end 
[t tOT sO iO iuO ivO suO svO r k u 1 B f]=apinit(filename,id,TT); 
load(filename,'Nused') 
S=sO; %set initial values 
I=iO; 
t=tO; 
%set initial time 
Nplot=[t,I,O,S,O]; %create matrix to remember points by making first entry 
while (t<=T) & (I>O); 
N=S+I; 
t=t+1; %calculate next time 
Nplot=[Nplot; [t,r;o,S,O]];event=vheel([l•S*I/N,u•I]); 
if event==1 
S=S-1; 
1=1+1; %infection 
else 
S=S+1; 
I=I-1; %recovery 
end 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O]]; Yonext point 
end 
Nused=[Nused;Nplot]; 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
I 
if Nused(3,2)==0 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);0,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
else 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);T,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
end 
Nused=Nused+Nadd; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
II 
sisleaky.m 
function sisleaky(filename,ap,TT,sO,ivO,iuO,f,B,l,u) 
% sisleaky(filename,ap,TT,sO,ivO,iuO,f,B,l,u) 
% Simulates a simple SIS epidemic model with constant population and 
% application of a leaky vaccine 
% sO is the initial total susceptible population 
'l. ivO is the initial infected, vaccinated population 
'l. iuO is the initial infected, non-vaccinated population 
% f is the proportion of the susceptibles who are vaccinated 
% B is the probability that the vaccine will not work, i.e. B (1 - Vaccine 
% Efficacy) 
% l is the individual contact rate 
% u is the individual recovery rate 
% TT is the number of events that will occur this time 
% ap = 0 for new file; ap = 1 to append an old one 
% filename is the name of the file to create or to be appended 
% only filename, ap, and TT parameters are always needed in order to append 
a file; 
% all other parameters will be ignored unless ap = 0 initrnd; 
id=3; 
if ap==O 
Nused=[sO,iuO,ivO,l,u;f,B,O,O,id;O,O,O,O,O;O,iuO,iv0,(1-f)*sO,f*sO]; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
end 
[t tOT sO iO iuO ivO suO svO r k u l B f L]=apinit(filename,id,TT); 
load(filename,'Nused') 
S=Nused(1,1)*(1-f*B); %set initial values (constants) 
SV=Nused(1,1)*f; 
SU=Nused(1,1)*(1-f); 
Iv=ivO; %set initial values (variables) 
Iu=iuO; 
Sv=svO; 
Su=suO; 
t=tO; %set initial time 
Nplot=[t,Iu,Iv,Su,Sv]; %create matrix to remember points by making first entry 
while (t<T+1) & (Iv+Iu>O) & (Sv>O) & (Su>O); 
Itot=Iv+Iu; 
N=Su+Iu+Sv+Iv; 
t=t+1; 
Nplot=[Nplot; [t,Iu,Iv,Su,Sv]]; %event does not occur until t, soN remains 
constant until t 
event=wheel([l*Itot*(SU-Iu)/N,l*Itot*(SV-Iv)/N,u*Iu,u*Iv]); 
if event==1 
Su=Su-1; 
III 
Iu=Iu+1; %infection of unvaccinated individual elseif event==2 
infif=wheel([B,1-B]); 
if infif==1 %with probability B . . 
Sv=Sv-1; 
Iv=Iv+1; %an infection occurs in a vaccinated individual 
end 
elseif event==3 
Su=Su+1; 
Iu=Iu-1; %recovery of unvaccinated individual 
else 
Sv=Sv+1; 
Iv=Iv-1; %recovery of vaccinated individual 
end 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,Iu,Iv,Su,Sv]]; %next point 
end 
Nused=[Nused;Nplot]; 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);0,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
Nused=Nused+Nadd; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
IV 
sisring.m 
function sisring(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,k,B,l,u,r) 
%sisring(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,k,B,l,u,r) 
%Simulates a simple SIS model 
% sO is the initial total susceptible population 
% ivO is the initial infected, vaccinated population 
'l. iuO is the initial infected, non-vaccinated population 
% f is the proportion of the susceptibles who are vaccinated 
'l. B is the probability that the vaccine will not work, i.e. B 
Efficacy) 
% l is the individual contact rate 
'l. u is the individual recovery rate 
'l. TT is the number of events that will occur this time 
'l. ap = 0 for new file; ap = 1 to append an old one 
'l. filename is the name of the file to create or to be appended 
(1 - Vaccine 
% only filename, ap, and TT parameters are always needed in order to append 
'l. a file; 
'l. all other parameters will be ignored unless ap = 0 
initrnd; 
id=4; 
if ap==O 
ratio=u/l; 
Nused=[sO,iO,O,l,u;O,B,r,k,id;O,O,O,O,O;O,iO,ratio,sO,O]; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
end 
[t tOT sO iO iuO ivO suO svO r k u l B f]=apinit(filename,id,TT); 
ratio=u/l; 
load(filename,'Nused') 
I=iO; %set initial values (variables) 
Sv=svO; 
Su=suO; 
N=suO+svO+iO; 
t=tO; %set initial time 
Nplot=[t,I,ratio,Su,Sv]; %create matrix to remember points by making first entry 
while (t<T) & (I>O) & (Su>O); 
t=t+1; 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,ratio,Su,Sv]];event=wheel([l*I*Su/N,u*I,r*I/N]); 
if event==1 
Su=Su-1; 
!=!+1; %infection of unvaccinated individual 
elseif event==2 
Su=Su+1; 
I=I-1; %an infection occurs in an unvaccinated individual 
elseif event==3 
v 
for ring =1:k 
ring; 
type=wheel([Su/N,(N-Su)/N]); 
if type==1 Y.if the person in the ring is an non-vaccinated, susceptible individual 
vaccine=wheel([1-B,B]); 
if vaccine==1 Y. try to vaccinate her; it will work 1-B of the time 
Su=Su-1; 
Sv=Sv+1; %vaccination with all part of an all-nothing vaccine 
end 
end 
end 
end 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,ratio,Su,Sv]]; Y.next point 
end 
Nused=[Nused;Nplot]; 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
if Nused(3,2)==0 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);0,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
else 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);T,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
end 
Nused=Nused+Nadd; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
VI 
sisvitals.m 
function sisvitals(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,l,u,n,d,s,L,Th) 
%sisvitals(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,l,u,n,d,s,L,Th) 
%Simulates an SIS model with vital statistics, immigration, and emigration 
% sO is the initial total susceptible population 
% ivO is the initial infected, vaccinated population 
% iuO is the initial infected, non-vaccinated population 
% l is the individual contact rate 
% u is the individual recovery rate 
% n is the birth rate 
% d is the natural death rate 
% s is the disease-related death rate 
% L is the immigration rate 
% Th is the emigration rate 
% TT is the number of events that will occur this time 
% ap = 0 for new file; ap = 1 to append an old one 
% filename is the name of the file to create or to be appended 
% only filename, ap, and TT parameters are always needed in order to append 
% a file; 
% all other parameters will be ignored unless ap=O 
initrnd; 
id=8; 
if ap==O 
Nused=[sO,iO,O,l,u;O,O,O,O,id;O,O,L,O,O;n,d,s,O,Th;O,iO,O,sO,O]; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
end 
[t tOT sO iO iuO ivO suO svO r k u l B f L p n d s Th]=apinit(filename,id,TT); 
load(filename,'Nused') 
I=iO; %set initial values (variables) 
S=sO; 
N=sO+iO; 
t=tO; %set initial time 
Nplot=[t,I,O,S,O]; %create matrix to remember points by making first entry 
while (t<T) & (I>O) & (S>O); 
t=t+1; 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O]];event=wheel([l*I*S/N,u•I,n*I,n*S,d*I,d*S,s•I]); 
if event==1 
S=S-1; 
I=I+1; %infection 
elseif event==2 
S=S+1; 
I=I-1; %a recovery 
elseif event==3 
I=I+1; 
\!II 
else if event==4 
S=S+1; 
else if event==5 
I=I-1; 
else if event==6 
S=S-1; 
else if event==7 
I=I-1; 
end 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O]]; %next point 
end 
Nused=[Nused;Nplot]; 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);0,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
Nused=Nused+Nadd; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
VIII 
sistrace.m 
function sistrace(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,k,p,l,u,r) 
/,sistrace(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,k,p,l,u,r) 
/.Simulates a simple SIS model with contact tracing to one degree 
I. sO is the initial total susceptible population 
I. ivO is the initial infected, vaccinated population 
I. iuO is the initial infected, non-vaccinated population 
I. f is the proportion of the susceptibles who are vaccinated 
I. B is the probability that we find each traced person 
I. l is the individual contact rate 
I. u is the individual recovery rate 
I. k is the number of people traced to 
I. TT is the number of events that will occur this time 
I. ap = 0 for new file; ap = 1 to append an old one 
I. filename is the name of the file to create or to be appended 
I. only filename, ap, and TT parameters are always needed in order to append 
I. a file; 
I. all other parameters will be ignored unless ap=O 
initrnd; 
id=5; 
if ap==O 
Nused=[sO,iO,O,l,u;O,O,r,k,id;O,O,O,p,O;O,iO,O,sO,O]; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
end 
[t tOT sO iO iuO ivO suO svO r k u l B f p]=apinit(filename,id,TT); 
load(filename,'Nused') 
I=iO; S=sO; 
N=sO+iO; 
t=tO; /,set initial time 
Nplot=[t,I,O,S,O]; /,create matrix to remember points by making first entry 
while (t<T) & (I>O) & (S>O); 
t=t+1; 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O]];/.event does not occur until t, soN remains constant 
until t 
event=wheel([l•I•S/N,u•I,r•I/N]); 
if event==! 
S=S-1; 
!=!+1; /,infection of unvaccinated individual 
elseif event==2 
S=S+1; 
I=I-1; /.an infection occurs in an unvaccinated individual 
elseif event==3 
for trace=l:k 
find=wheel([p,1-p]); 
IX 
if find==1 %if the traced individual is found 
type=wheel([(I-1)/(N-l),S/(N-1)]); 
if type==1 %if the traced inidividual is infected 
I=I-1; %cure her 
S=S+1; 
end 
end 
end 
I=I-1; %cure the initial infected 
S=S+1; 
end 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O]]; %next point 
end 
Nused=[Nused;Nplot]; 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nadd=[zeros(2,5);0,T,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
Nused=Nused+Nadd; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
X 
sisplot.m 
function [k1,k2]=sisplot(filename,fig,Trange,b) 
Y.for sisimm, sis, sisallornothing, sisleaky, sisring, or sistrace 
Y.Trange is a vector [TO,Tf]; Use [0,0] to plot the entire matrix 
Y. filename is the name of the file that was run by the sis program 
Y. fig is the number of the figure where the plot will be 
Y. b is an option for some graphs, see code for details 
Y. The vector [k1,k2] gives the rows where the values TO and Tf reside. 
load(filename,'Nused') 
s0=Nused(1,1); 
if Nused(1,3)==0 
iO=Nused(1,2); 
else 
iuO=Nused(1,2); 
ivO=Nused(1,3); 
end 
l=Nused(1,4); 
u=Nused(1,5); 
f=Nused(2,1); 
B=Nused(2,2); 
r=Nused(2,3); 
k=Nused(2,4); 
id=Nused(2,5); 
TO=Nused(3,1); 
Tf=Nused(3,2); 
L=Nused(3,3); 
p=Nused(3,4); 
n=Nused(4,1); 
d=Nused(4,2); 
s=Nused(4,3); 
Th=Nused(4,5); 
if id==4 
figure(fig); 
H=xlabel('Time steps'); 
HH=ylabel('Individuals'); 
legend('Unvaccinated Susceptibles','Total Susceptibles','Infectives','Vaccinated 
Susceptibles',2) 
set(H,'FontSize',12); 
set(HH,'FontSize',12); 
hold on; 
elseif id==5 
figure(fig); 
H=xlabel('Time steps'); 
HH=ylabel('Individuals'); 
XI 
legend('Susceptibles','Infectives') 
set(H,'FontSize',12); 
set(HH,'FontSize',12); 
hold on; 
elseif id==3 
figure(fig) 
H=xlabel('Time steps'); 
HH=ylabel('Individuals'); 
legend('Susceptibles','Infectives') 
set(H,'FontSize',12); 
set(HH,'FontSize',12); 
hold on; 
figure(fig+1) 
H=xlabel('Time steps'); 
HH=ylabel('Individuals'); 
legend('Vaccinated Infectives','Unvaccinated Infectives') 
set(H,'FontSize',12); 
set(HH,'FontSize',12); 
end 
if (Trange(1)==0) & (Trange(2)==0) 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nrows=Nsize(1); 
if id==8 
Ntop=-95; 
Nbottom=4; 
else 
Ntop=-96; 
Nbottom=3; 
end 
else 
for k=4:size(Nused) 
if Trange(1)==Nused(k,1) 
Ntopp=k; 
k1=k 
end 
if Trange(2)==Nused(k,1) 
Nbottomm=k; 
k2=k 
end 
end 
Nrows=Nbottomm-Ntopp+1; 
Ntop=Ntopp-100; 
Nbottom=Ntopp+99; 
end 
Ntimes=ceil(Nrows/100); 
XII 
Nrem=rem(Nrows,lOO); 
for Nrep = l:Ntimes 
if (Nrep<Ntimes) 
Ntop=Ntop+lOO; 
Nbottom=Nbottom+lOO; 
else 
Ntop=Ntop+lOO; 
Nbottom=(Nrep-l)*lOO+Nrem; 
end 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
if Nbottom>Nsize(l) 
Nbottom=Nsize(l); 
end 
Nplot=Nused(Ntop:Nbottom,:); 
if id==l %% sis 
figure(fig) %this figure will hold the time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(: ,4)); %plot susceptibles with a blue line 
hold on; %superimposes time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2),'-r');%plots infecteds with a red line 
elseif id==2 %% sisallornothing 
if b==l 
figure(fig) %this figure will hold the time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,4)+Nplot(: ,5)); %plot total susceptibles with a blue 
line 
hold on; %superimposes time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(: ,3),'-r') %plots total infecteds with a red 
line 
elseif b==2 
figure(fig) %this figure will plot Itot, Iv, and Iu 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(: ,3),'-r') 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2),'-g') %vaccinateds are green 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,3),'-y'); %unvaccinateds are yellow 
end 
elseif id==3 %% sisleaky 
figure(fig) %this figure will hold the time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,4)+Nplot(:,5),'-b'); %plot total susceptibles with a 
blue line 
hold on; %superimposes time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,3),'-r')%plots total infecteds with a red 
line 
figure(fig+l) plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,3),'-r') 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,3),'-g') plot(Nplot(: ,l),Nplot(: ,2),'-y'); elseif id==4 
%% sisring 
)(III 
figure(fig) %this figure will hold the time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(: ,4),'-y',Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,4)+Nplot(:,5), 
'b',Nplot(:,l),Nplot(: ,2),'-r' ,Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,5),':g'); %plot total susceptibles 
with a blue line 
hold on; %superimposes time plots 
elseif id==S %% sistrace 
figure(fig) 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,4),'-b') 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2),'-r') 
elseif id==6 %% sisimm 
if b==l 
figure(fig) %this figure will hold the time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,3)); %plot total population with a blue line 
hold on; %superimposes time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2),'-r')%plots infecteds with a red line 
plot(Nplot(: ,1),Nplot(:,4),'-g')%plots susceptibles with a green line 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,3).*(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,4)),'-y')%plots expected value 
of infecteds 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,5),'-b')%plots expected value of susceptibles 
title('SIS Urn Model Simulation with Immigration, Population Values'); 
elseif b==2 
figure(fig) %this figure will plot the ratios I/N and S/N 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2)/(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,4)),'-r') %Infected ratio is 
red 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,4)/(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(: ,4)),'-g') %Susceptible ratio 
is green 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,3),'-y'); %expected ratio I:N is yellow 
title('SIS Urn Model Simulation with Immigration, Population Ratios') 
elseif b==3 
figure(fig) %This figure will hold two subplots, one with the Total and Inf, 
and the other with I/N 
subplot(2,1,1) 
%plot(Nplot(:,l),(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,3))); %plot total population with a blue 
line hold on; plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2),'r-')%plots infecteds with a red line 
title('SIS Urn Model Simulation with Immigration, Population Values'); 
subplot(2,1,2) 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2)/(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(: ,4)),'r-') %Infected ratio is 
red 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,3),'y-'); %expected ratio I:N is yellow 
title('SIS Urn Model Simulation with Immigration, Population Ratios'); 
end 
end 
XIV 
if id==7 
figure(fig) 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,3)/(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,3)),':k') 
hold on; 
end 
if id==8 
if b==1 
figure (fig) 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,4),'b',Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,2),'r') 
hold on; 
elseif b==2 
figure(fig) 
plot(Nplot(:,1),-s0-iO+Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(: ,4),'g') 
hold on; 
elseif b==3 
figure (fig) 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,2)/(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(: ,4))) 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,1),(l-u+n-d-s)/l*(1+Nplot(:,1)-Nplot(:,1)),':k') 
elseif b==4 
figure(fig) 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,2)/(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,4))) 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,1),(l-u+n-d-s)/l-Th/(l*(Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,4)))) 
end 
end 
end 
XV 
sirsvitals.m 
function sisrsvitals(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,rO,l,u,n,d,s,L,Th,g) 
Y.sirsvitals(filename,ap,TT,sO,iO,rO,l,u,n,d,s,L,Th,g) 
%Simulates an SIRS model with vital statistics, immigration, and emigration 
Y. sO is the initial total susceptible population 
Y. iO is the initial infective population 
% rO is the initial recovered population 
Y. l is the individual contact rate 
Y. u is the individual recovery rate 
Y. n is the birth rate 
Y. d is the natural death rate 
Y. s is the disease-related death rate 
Y. g is the loss-of-immunity rate 
Y. L is the immigration rate 
Y. Th is the emigration rate 
Y. TT is the number of events that will occur this time 
Y. ap = 0 for new file; ap = 1 to append an old one 
Y. filename is the name of the file to create or to be appended 
Y. only filename, ap, and TT parameters are always needed in order to append 
Y. a file; 
initrnd; 
id=51; 
if ap==O 
Nused=[sO,iO,O,l,u,rO,O;O,O,O,O,id,O,O;O,O,L,O,O,O,O;n,d,s,g,Th,O,O;O,iO,O,sO,O,rO,O]; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
end 
[t tOT sO iO iuO ivO suO svO r k u l B f L p n d s Th g rO]=apinit(filename,id,TT); 
load(filename,'Nused') 
I=iO; %set initial values (variables) 
S=sO; 
R=rO; 
N=sO+iO+rO; 
t=tO; %set initial time 
Nplot=[t,I,O,S,O,R,O]; %create matrix to remember points by making first entry 
while (t<T) & (I>O) & (S>O); 
t=t+l; 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O,R,O]];%event does not occur until t, soN remains constant 
until t 
event=wheel([l*I*S/N,u*I,g*R,n*I,n*S,n*R,d*I,d*S,d*R,s*I,L,Th]); 
if event==! 
S=S-1; 
I=I+1; %infection 
elseif event==2 
R=R+1; 
X~ 
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I=I-1; Y.a recovery 
elseif event==3 
R=R-1; 
S=S+1; Y.loss of immunity 
elseif event==4 
1=1+1; %birth of an infective 
elseif event==5 
S=S+1; %birth of a susceptible to a susceptible 
elseif event==6 
S=S+1; %birth of a susceptible to a recovered 
elseif event==7 
I=I-1; %natural death of an infective 
elseif event==8 
S=S-1; %death of a susceptible 
elseif event==9 
R=R-1; %death of a recovered 
elseif event==10 
I=I-1; %disease-related death of an infective 
elseif event==11 
S=S+1; %immigration 
elseif event==12 
type=wheel([I,S,R]); %emigration 
if type==1 
I=I-1; 
elseif type==2 
S=S-1; 
elseif type==3 
R=R-1; 
end 
end 
Nplot=[Nplot;[t,I,O,S,O,R,O]]; Y.next point 
end 
Nused=[Nused;Nplot]; 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nadd=[zeros(2,7);0,T,O,O,O,O,O;zeros(Nsize(1)-3,Nsize(2))]; 
Nused=Nused+Nadd; 
save(filename,'Nused') 
XVII 
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sirsplot.m 
function sirsplot(filename,fig,Trange,b) 
%for sirs files 
%Trange is a vector [TO,Tf]; Use [0,0] to plot the entire matrix 
% filename is the name of the file in which the matrix is saved 
% fig is the number of the figure in which the graph will be plotted 
% b is an optional parameter; see the code for details 
load(filename,'Nused') 
s0=Nused(1,1); 
if Nused(1,3)==0 
iO=Nused(1,2); 
else 
iuO=Nused(1,2); 
ivO=Nused(1,3); 
end 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nrows=Nsize(1); 
Ncols=Nsize(2); 
if Ncols==7 
rO=Nused(1,6); 
ru0=Nused(1,6); 
rvO=Nused ( 1, 7) ; 
l=Nused(1,4); 
u=Nused(1,5); 
f=Nused(2,1); 
B=Nused(2,2); 
r=Nused(2,3); 
k=Nused(2,4); 
id=Nused(2,5); 
TO=Nused(3,1); 
Tf=Nused(3,2); 
L=Nused(3,3); 
p=Nused(3,4); 
n=Nused(4,1); 
d=Nused(4,2); 
s=Nused(4,3); 
Th=Nused(4,5); 
g=Nused(4,4); 
if (Trange(1)==0) t (Trange(2)==0) 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nrows=Nsize(1); 
Ntop=-95; 
Nbottom=4; 
else 
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for k=4:size(Nused) 
if Trange(1)==Nused(k,1) 
Ntopp=k; 
end 
if Trange(2)==Nused(k,1) 
Nbottomm=k; 
end 
end 
Nrows=Nbottomm-Ntopp+1; 
Ntop=Ntopp-100; 
Nbottom=Ntopp+99; 
end 
Ntimes=ceil(Nrows/100); 
Nrem=rem(Nrows,100); 
for Nrep = 1:Ntimes 
if (Nrep<Ntimes) 
Ntop=Ntop+100; 
Nbottom=Nbottom+100; 
else 
Ntop=Ntop+100; 
Nbottom=(Nrep-1)*100+Nrem; 
end 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
if Nbottom>Nsize(1) 
Nbottom=Nsize(1); 
end 
Nplot=Nused(Ntop:Nbottom,:); 
Ntot=[Nplot(:,2)+Nplot(:,4)+Nplot(:,6)]; 
Nrat=[Nplot(:,2)./Ntot(:,1),Nplot(:,4)./Ntot(:,1),Nplot(:,6)./Ntot(:,1)]; 
if id==51 %% sirs with vitals 
if b==l 
figure(fig) %this figure will hold the time plots 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,4),'-b'); %plot susceptibles with a blue line 
hold on; plot(Nplot(:,l),Nplot(:,2),'-r');%plots infecteds with a red line 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nplot(:,6),'-m'); 
elseif b==2 
figure(fig) %this figure hold ratios of S:N, I:N, and R:N 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nrat(: ,1),'-r'); 
hold on; 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nrat(:,2),'-b'); 
plot(Nplot(:,1),Nrat(:,3),'-m'); 
end 
end 
end 
end 
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apinit.m 
function [t,tO,T,sO,iO,iuO,ivO,suO,svO,r,k,u,l,B,f,L,p,n,d,s,Th,g,rO,ruO,rvO] 
=apinit(filename,id,T) 
load (filename, 'Nused') 
if Nused(2,5) =id 
error(['This file has the id number ' num2str(Nused(2,5)) ' It should be ' 
num2str(id) '.']) 
end 
Nsize=size(Nused); 
Nrows=Nsize(l); 
Ncols=Nsize(2); 
t=Nused(Nrows,l); 
tO=t; 
T=T+t; 
sO=Nused(Nrows,4); 
iO=Nused(Nrows,2); 
ivO=Nused(Nrows,3); 
iuO=Nused(Nrows,2); 
svO=Nused(Nrows,5); 
su0=Nused(Nrows,4); 
if Ncols==7 
ru0=Nused(Nrows,6); 
r0=Nused(Nrows,6); 
rvO=Nused(Nrows,7); 
n=Nused(4,1); 
d=Nused(4,2); 
s=Nused(4,3); 
Th=Nused(4,5); 
g=Nused(4,4); 
end 
r=Nused(2,3); 
k=Nused(2,4); 
u=Nused(1,5); 
l=Nused(1,4); 
B=Nused(2,2); 
f=Nused(2,1); 
L=Nused(3,3); 
p=Nused(3,4); 
if id==8 
n=Nused(4,1); 
d=Nused(4,2); 
s=Nused(4,3); 
Th=Nused(4,5); 
end 
XX 
r ) .. 
initrnd.m 
function initrnd %seed the random number generator 
rand('state',sum(100*clock)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
wheel.m 
function eventtype=wheel(eventlist) 
% eventtype=wheel(eventlist) 
% returns the type of event from list of rates 
picker=cumsum(eventlist)/sum(eventlist); 
eventtype=sum(picker<rand)+1; 
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